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Aero Charter Aids Critically Endangered Mexican Wolf Population in 

Transport Initiative 

With over 41 years of experience, Aero Charter is a locally-owned and operated aviation 

company specializing in aircraft management and aircraft charter services. In May, Aero Charter 

partnered with the Endangered Wolf Center and Luxco to transport nine Mexican wolf pups to 

Arizona and New Mexico.  

The pups will be fostered by three separate wolf packs in New Mexico and Arizona in an effort 

to save the species, which is native to the southwestern United States. With the Mexican wolf 

being one of the most critically endangered mammals in the world, Aero Charter was proud to 

participate in this important foster initiative. 

This effort would typically take place using commercial travel, but due to the COVID-19 

pandemic, travel restrictions prevented the use of commercial airlines for transport. As a result, 

the Endangered Wolf Center sent out an appeal to the local aviation community in Missouri to 

pitch in to transport the pups. Aero Charter teamed up with Luxco, who provided the aircraft 

while Aero Charter supplied the crew and fuel.  

  

For more information about Aero Charter please visit www.aerocharter.com or contact Debbie 

Hale at 708-870-2398. 

   

About Aero Charter: 

Located in Chesterfield, Missouri Aero Charter knows aviation, and its sustained growth and 

longevity are proof of this. Today Aero Charter is the Total Aviation Solution, specializing in 

aircraft management and aircraft charter services. As a vertically integrated company, Aero 



Charter also offers full-service FBO, maintenance and avionics. Locally owned and operated, 

Aero Charter can tailor a program for any company or individual’s exact needs. Aero Charter’s 

Aircraft Management Program is custom fit for the private aircraft owner desiring hassle-free 

ownership. The Aircraft Income Program is for the owner who wishes to defray the cost of 

aircraft ownership with charter revenue. Clients can also take advantage of the Jet Card which is 

designed to give loyal charter clients a discount on bundled flight hours. Aero Charter is located 

at St. Louis Spirit Airport, 501 Turbine Avenue, Chesterfield, MO 63005. Email 

info@aerocharter.com or call 636-537-0005 today. 
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